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Digital voice control for
vehicle workshops
TecAlliance and Continental have developed the first voice assistant for workshops: the innovative voice assistance system
supports mechanics in the initial vehicle inspection, including access to TecAlliance’s Repair and Maintenance Information
(RMI) with voice commands. The goal is to further optimise workshop processes.
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“We wanted to find out how innovative technologies from the B2C
sector could be brought into B2B
with real added value.”
Matthias Rödler, Head of Business Process
Development, Continental
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“The intelligent voice assistant is
a good example of how we work
together with customers to develop innovative solutions to meet
the challenges of the digital
automotive aftermarket.”
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Proof of concept: this is what the smart voice assistant’s GUI currently looks like on a tablet.

Jürgen Buchert, CEO TecAlliance

Always hands-free: labour times and repair instructions by voice command
A conversation with the new digital colleague could go like this: “Workshop, what’s the schedule for today?” The “colleague” then lists all
the day’s appointments and their expected labour times. The mechanic selects an order using the tablet or voice command; the smart
voice assistant reads out all the work to be done for that order and lists the spare parts required. At the vehicle, the mechanic gives the
voice command, “Workshop, I’m doing a visual inspection.” – “I’ll guide you through the test. Look at the interior. Is it OK or not OK?”
– “Not OK.” – “Are any repair jobs needed?” – “Yes.” – “Looking for jobs…” The voice assistant system then proposes a series of possible
jobs and standard labour times, which the mechanic can add to a to-do list with a voice command. “Which repair job would you like to
carry out?” – “Replace dashboard” – “OK – replace dashboard. Requires approximately 0.4 hours. – Is any other job required?” – “No.”
– “OK.” If the mechanic gives the voice command, “Everything fixed,” the digital colleague will reply with, “Great, everything fixed!”
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Why TecAlliance?
With data, processes, integrated
solutions and comprehensive
consulting services, TecAlliance
provides a portfolio for the
market participants in the digital
aftermarket that makes you
more successful in the long term.

